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A B S T R A C T   

The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) nucleocapsid protein (N-protein) is 
responsible for viral replication by assisting in viral RNA synthesis and attaching the viral genome to the 
replicase-transcriptase complex (RTC). Numerous studies suggested the N-protein as a drug target. However, the 
specific N-protein active sites for SARS-CoV-2 drug treatments are yet to be discovered. The purpose of this study 
was to determine active sites of the SARS-CoV-2 N-protein by identifying torsion angle classifiers for N-protein 
structural changes that correlated with the respective angle differences between the active and inactive N-pro-
tein. In the study, classifiers with a minimum accuracy of 80% determined from molecular simulation data were 
analyzed by Principal Component Analysis and cross-validated by Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, 
and Random Forest Classification. The ability of torsion angles ψ252 and φ375 to differentiate between phos-
phorylated and unphosphorylated structures suggested that residues 252 and 375 in the RNA binding domain 
might be important in N-protein activation. Furthermore, the φ and ψ angles of residue S189 correlated to a 
90.7% structural determination accuracy. The key residues involved in the structural changes identified here 
might suggest possible important functional sites on the N-protein that could be the focus of further study to 
understand their potential as drug targets.   

1. Introduction 

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, which is caused by Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), has resulted 
in over ~250 million cases and over 5 million deaths worldwide 
currently [1–3]. Although isolation measures have been implemented, 
COVID-19 cases continue to increase exponentially [4]. Vaccines pro-
vide a limited protection solution to COVID-19 because their distribu-
tion has logistic issues, they have waning immunity, and they might still 
allow for transmission to others from asymptomatic infected individuals 
[5,6]. Although scientists have quantified binding patterns and looked at 
viral genetic codes, they have yet to find specific active sites for the 
SARS-CoV-2 N-Protein. Therefore, proposed antiviral drug-targeted 

treatments to suppress the viral protein through these active sites have 
been ineffective, with no FDA-approved antiviral therapy to date [7–9]. 
Current COVID-19 treatments include antiviral agents (remdesivir), 
steroids (dexamethasone), and anticoagulant medications (heparin) [10, 
11]. 

Numerous studies have suggested that coronavirus nucleocapsid 
protein (N-protein) phosphorylation is essential for viral replication. 
The protein consists of 5 domains, the N-arm (amino acid residues 1-43), 
the N-terminal domain (residues 44-174), the central Ser/Arg-rich 
flexible linker region (residues 175-254), the C-terminal domain (resi-
dues 255-364), and the C-arm (residues 365-419) [12,13]. The N-ter-
minal domain is associated with RNA binding and the C-terminal 
domain is associated with RNA binding and oligomerization. When 
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activated, with RNA binding, the N-protein undergoes a phase transition 
from crystal to liquid [12–14]. The N-arm, linker, and C-arm are 
considered to be disordered [13]. The region between residues 177 and 
207 in the linker contains many phosphorylation sites (summarized in 
Refs. [15–19]). Phosphorylation is thought to modulate the phase 
transition [20]. 

The SARS-CoV-2 N-protein is activated by phosphorylation to facil-
itate viral transcription and assembly [7]. Moreover, mutating serine to 
alanine at position 177 (S177A) in bat severe acute respiratory syn-
drome (SARS) associated coronavirus (SARS-CoV) produces a virus that 
does not replicate. Residue S189 is also thought to be the priming site for 
hyperphosphorylation of this region [15]. In this role, the viral N-pro-
tein must interact with RNA, other viral proteins, and oligomerize with 
itself [21]. A study of 300,000 patients found that patients taking 
lithium which is an inhibitor of GSK3, had a 50% reduction in risk of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection [22]. This study uses a computational approach to 
provide additional information on the consequences of phosphorylation 
on N-protein structure. 

Previous studies have analyzed variations in RNA binding sites 
implicating residues 248-280 in human coronavirus OC43 (HCoV-OC43) 
and SARS-CoV-2; and R122, G68, F57, P61, Y63, Y102, Y124, and Y126 
in SARS-CoV-2 [23,24]. Other studies have implicated residues Q290, 
R294, and S328 as part of the oligomerization interface [21]. These 
“active” sites determine activity through substrate binding, which re-
sults in a significant structural and functional change. This study is an 
attempt to identify potential SARS-CoV-2 N-protein active sites by (i) 
finding potential phosphorylation sites, (ii) determining significant 
N-protein torsion angles, (iii) establishing significant N-protein amino 
acids with molecular dynamics, (iv) identifying active sites through 
significant angle/residue correspondence, and (v) testing accuracy 
through computational cross-validation. 

Protein tertiary structure is characterized by torsion angles, also 
known as dihedral angles, representing protein molecular bond orien-
tations [25]. Two out of the three possible torsion angles (φ for the N-Ca 
bond and ψ for the Ca-C bond) are visualized with the Ramachandran 
Plot, which shows the statistical distribution of having both angles in an 
amino acid [26]. Structural changes in proteins are visualized through 
3-D protein representations rendered from torsion angle variations and 
atomic position plots [25]. Molecular Dynamics (MD), a computational 
system using force-fields under Newtonian mechanics, determines 
structural changes [26]. Specifically, MD simulation is used to provide 
spatial and temporal images of protein conformations and transitions 
throughout a trajectory, thereby resulting in an extensive sampling of 
conformation ensembles [27]. This study utilizes a novel approach to 
identify potential SARS-CoV-2 N-protein active sites that, in theory, can 
be suppressed in efficient drug-targeted treatments by using machine 
learning and computational cross-validation to discover significant 
structural torsion angle variations, functional amino acid variations, and 
the correspondence between the two. 

2. Materials and methods 

This was achieved through (i) finding N-protein phosphorylation 
sites, (ii) determining significant N-protein torsion angle variations from 
MD simulation, (iii) establishing significant N-protein amino acid resi-
dues with MD, (iv) identifying active sites through significant angle/ 
residue correspondence, and (v) testing accuracy through computa-
tional cross-validation. For the first objective of identifying significant 
torsion angles, Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics 2 (NAMD version 3.0, 
Linux multicore GPU NVIDIA CUDA acceleration) was used to obtain the 
torsion angles [28]. Structures were viewed using Visual Molecular 
Dynamics viewer (VMD V1.9.3) [29]. 

Additionally, a meta-analysis has been conducted across relevant 
research studies (4, 5, 7, 8, and 13) to gather suspected relevant torsion 
angles in general SARS-CoV-2 N-protein. To identify feasible torsion 
angles, Ramachandran Plots, and the University of Tampere Institute of 

Biomedical Technology’s RMSD (root-mean-square deviation) and 
RMSF (root-mean-square fluctuation) Visualizer Tool (V 1.0) were uti-
lized. This tool is a VMD extension available at https://www.ks.uiuc. 
edu/Research/vmd/plugins/rmsdvt/(retrieved on January 8, 2021). 
Furthermore, The RMSD and RMSF were calculated for all trajectory 
structures using the Bio3D R package (v 2.4–1) [30,31]. To determine 
torsion angle classifiers, Orange Statistical Software Package (V 3.27.1) 
was used to build classification trees. For the second objective of iden-
tifying significant functional residues through residue removals, GRO-
MACS Molecular Dynamics (V 4.6) has been used. After identifying 
significant corresponding residues, Orange was used to build the sta-
tistical analysis models (Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) [32], and Random Forest [33]) to determine the dihedral angles 
required to classify the various functional classifications of active and 
inactive. The default parameters were used. Briefly, Logistic regression 
uses a linear combination of features to build a classification model. 
SVM, a linear binary classification task, finds an optimal hyperplane 
with the maximum margin such that the distance between the closest 
data points of the two classes is maximized. Random Forest is an 
ensemble method that builds many decision trees by choosing random 
samples with replacement to create each tree and randomly generates a 
subset of features to decide the candidate split by highest Gini impurity 
or entropy [34]. The reason behind selecting these classifiers is to assess 
both linear (logistic regression) and nonlinear (random forest and SVM) 
classification methods to predict functionally significant residues. 

2.1. Sequence retrieval of N-protein and modeling 

We have retrieved the N-protein sequence from the GenBank 
sequence database (GenBank Accession: QIC50514.1). In order to 
develop a theoretical model for N-Protein, the sequence was submitted 
to the Iterative Threading ASSEmbly Refinement (I-TASSER) webserver 
(https://zhanglab.dcmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER/; last accessed 
January 8, 2021) [35]. 

2.2. Phosphorylation site prediction 

To investigate the phosphorylation of N-protein, the FASTA- 
formatted sequence for SARS-CoV-2 (GenBank Accession: 
QOC66901.1) was submitted to GPS 3.0 (http://gps.biocuckoo.org/o 
nline.php; retrieved on April 4, 2020), NetPhos 3.1 (http://www.cbs. 
dtu.dk/services/NetPhos/; retrieved on April 4, 2020), and Scansite 
3.0 (https://scansite4.mit.edu/; retrieved on April 4, 2020) phosphor-
ylation prediction servers (phospho-algorithms). These tools were cho-
sen because many researchers consider them to be among the most 
reliable phospho-algorithms [36–39]. The candidates were ranked 
based on a combination of the highest scores and the presence of a site 
found by more than one tool using a prediction score cutoff (GPS >9, 
NetPhos >0.4, and Scansite >0.4). Similar sequences to the SARS-CoV-2 
N-protein (GenBank Accession: QOC66901.1) were found using NCBI 
BLAST with the default parameters [40]. The top 5 sequences based on 
the highest scores were compared using Multiple Sequence Alignment 
(MSA), carried out using Clustal Omega (V 1.2.4) under the default 
setting, and visualized using Jalview (V 2.11.1.3) [41,42]. 

2.3. Process of molecular dynamics simulations 

Four N-protein systems (the unphosphorylated wild-type (WT), the 
phosphorylated at residue 177 (S177-P), the phosphorylated at residue 
198 (S198-P), alanine substitution at residue 177 (S177A) were simu-
lated to understand the possible mechanisms that regulate 
phosphorylation. 

2.4. Solvation 

The four structures were solvated in a cubic periodic box using a 
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three-site transferrable intermolecular potential (TIP3P) water model 
with a minimum distance spanning 15 Å from the system via VMD. Ions 
were added to neutralize the net charge of the systems and set the ion 
concentration to b 0.15 Mol/L. 

2.5. Preparing MD simulation 

The MD simulation was performed using Nanoscale Molecular Dy-
namics (NAMD2) with CHARMM36 all-force field parameters parallel 
programming model. Periodic boundary conditions were used to simu-
late the structures. A 12 Å cutoff for Van Der Waals interaction with a 
switching function distance of 8 Å, and the smooth particle-mesh Ewald 
(PME) method was enabled accordingly. In order to perform the MD 
simulation, the following procedures were applied to all four systems. 
Each system was energetically minimized to adjust the structure force 
field and relaxed possible steric clashes to obtain a low energy starting 
conformation. To avoid distress, a total of 1000 steps of minimization 
was performed. The system was heated from 0 to normal physiological 
conditions up to 310 K, with the Langevin thermostat applied. After 
heating, systems equilibration was performed to adjust the system 
density and equilibrate kinetic and potential energies. The 12 systems 
were simulated to sample the structural characteristics and dynamics at 
300 K using NVE ensemble for 100 ns under NPT and time step 1 fs. The 
long-range electrostatics was handled with the particle-mesh Ewald 
(PME) methods. The atom coordinate was recorded every 1 ps 
throughout the simulation process. Additionally, 1 fs integration step 
was used for all simulations using 100 ns. NAMD version 3.0, Linux 
multicore GPU NVIDIA CUDA acceleration capability, The HPC node 
that was used to perform all simulations had the following configura-
tion: CPU: Intel Xeon gold 6126 (12 cores) @ 2.60 GHz, Memory (RAM): 
196 GB, GPU: Tesla V100 (VRAM 32 GB). The configurations files to fun 
the NAMD simulations and the R script to generate the analysis figures 
are available in the George Mason University Dataverse (https://doi. 
org/10.13021/orc2020/Z2WMAU retrieved on June 2, 2022). 

2.6. Feature extraction 

Using VMD, the last 500 trajectories of the simulation (DCD format) 
were loaded into the OpenGL viewer and used for the torsion angle 
extraction [43]. This assured that the number of frames could capture 
the molecular changes during the trajectory and meet or exceed the 
needs of effective machine learning analyses [44]. The dihedral angles 
of the protein backbone were obtained using a modest TCL code 
executed on the DCD trajectory for each frame, and the resulting matrix 
of φ and ψ angles was used for the structural investigations. The TCL 
code is available as the file getphi.tcl in the George Mason University 
Dataverse at https://doi.org/10.13021/orc2020/Z2WMAU (retrieved 
on June 2, 2022). 

2.7. Determining significant N-protein torsion angles 

The φ and ψ angles obtained from the molecular simulation data 
were visualized using Ramachandran Plots and Atomic Position Visu-
alization Software to explore the protein’s torsion angles. Specifically, 
the data consisting of all simulated φ and ψ torsional angles in the N- 
protein was used in a machine learning model [25]. In addition, a 
meta-analysis across multiple SARS-CoV-2 peer-reviewed scientific ar-
ticles yielded common torsion angles suspected to be involved in 
N-protein function domains were identified. Ramachandran Plots were 
used to identify permitted torsion angles by plotting torsion angles (φ 
and ψ) combinations for each residue in a protein that is feasible without 
steric hindrance are visible. Moreover, RMSD and RMSF visualizations 
of the N-protein were gathered for torsion angles insight. Specifically, 
normal distributions, multi-histograms, and trajectories of the RMSD 
and RMSF for residues were devised. RMSD and RMSF visualizations of 
amino acids provided insight into torsion angle calculations as RMSF 

indicates protein bond flexibility and RMSD indicates the degree of 
separation, which is used to calculate the angle between adjacent atoms 
[25]. After identifying applicable torsion angles that would be sterically 
feasible and comparing their relative angle measurements using 
RMSD/RMSF visualizations, The Orange data analysis package was used 
to build novel classification networks. Specifically, by training φ/ψ 
angle classifiers to a forward pruning tree algorithm, classification trees 
were utilized to accurately determine individual angle classifiers’ suc-
cess in predicting N-protein inactivity and activity. This prediction was 
modeled by building a network that determined that a torsion angle 
resulted in significant structural change if its variations resulted in sig-
nificant phosphorylation changes that affected protein activity. Using 
the Orange software module for classification (Fig. 1), classifiers up to at 
least 80% classification accuracy were determined and distinctions be-
tween classifiers were identified by checking if there was separation 
between the data values in scatter and box plots. 

After identifying accurate torsion angle classifiers that resulted in a 
significant structural change that predicted the N-protein activity, a 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was conducted to streamline the 
major classifiers. The Orange *.odt files used to perform the analysis are 
available in the George Mason University Dataverse at https://doi. 
org/10.13021/orc2020/Z2WMAU (retrieved on June 2, 2022). 

2.8. Establishing significant N-protein residues 

After determining the streamlined major classifiers, the GROMACS 
Molecular Dynamics Visualization Software (V2020.2) was used to 
visualize the N-protein. Through the molecular dynamic simulations, 
spatial and temporal realistic models of N-protein dynamics and flexi-
bility were rendered. By manipulating the N-protein, specific amino acid 
removals, or even alterations, were found to have resulted in N- Protein 
inactivity. Although this did not immediately signify that the amino acid 
residue was a significant active site, it could have been an intermediate 
amino acid needed for an activation process, such as phosphorylation 
transduction signaling, significant amino acid removals, and alterations 
resulted in N-Protein inactivity were documented. This was because 
these residues were characterized by having significant functional 
relevance to the N-protein. 

2.9. Identifying SARS-CoV-2 N-protein active sites 

Active sites for proteins are locations where proteins bind and 
conform to substrates. These sites determine the active region of the 

Fig. 1. Orange Modeling Network Built for Primary Classification. Utilizes 
applicable torsion angles from NAMD Molecular Simulations and meta-analysis 
of relevant articles. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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protein and, if suppressed, would render an inactive protein. Therefore, 
these sites are indicators of significant structural and functional changes. 
In Objective 1, torsion angle variations in residues that resulted in sig-
nificant structural changes were identified from NAMD data and meta- 
analysis articles. Residues with functional value, discovered when said 
residues were removed, were discovered using GROMACS. A list of 
potential active site candidates was devised by identifying residue 
numbers with a torsion angle variation resulting in significant structural 
change and functional value. Furthermore, active site candidate residue 
numbers were compared to see if they fall within the numbered N- 
protein domains for RNA-binding, phosphorylation cascades, and olig-
omerization (4, 5, 7, 8, and 13). From these comparisons, N-protein 
active site residue(s) that were responsible for each domain showed a 
significant functional change in terms of N-protein activity when 
removed and showed N-protein activity prediction capability and sig-
nificant structural change in the N-protein when altered were identified. 

2.10. Testing accuracy through computational cross-validation 

After determining the SARS-CoV-2 N-protein active sites, computa-
tional cross-validations using Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and 
SVM models were conducted (Fig. 2). These computational mathemat-
ical models were the most effective for a study that includes a large-scale 
protein activity [45]. By generating a confusion matrix, accuracy data 
were gathered for select active sites with the highest classification. Ac-
curacies and functionally significant residues. Expressly, this accuracy 
referred to the predictions of determining inactivity and activity of the 
SARS-CoV-2 N-Protein. The error rate, accuracy, sensitivity, and speci-
ficity were calculated using the confusion matrices’ data. 

3. Results 

3.1. Phosphorylation site prediction 

The online tools GPS 5.0, NetPhos3.1, and Scansite3 were used to 
predict phosphorylation sites on the SARS-CoV-2 N-protein. Many pu-
tative phosphorylation sites were found, and the residues with more 
than one tool predicting the site with high confidence are highlighted in 
bold (Table 1). The residues S177 and S198 chosen for the simulation 
are shown in red. Residues T91 and S207 are predicted with high 

confidence in all three tools. In particular, it is essential to note that 
there is a region with a large number of phosphorylation sites from 
residues 177-207 (bold italics). This corresponds to the region from 
residues 177-210 that has been suggested to be rich in phosphorylation 
sites [16]. In fact, Wu and coworkers have mutated this site (S177 in bat 
SARS) to an alanine and observed that the virus does not replicate. The 
residues in this region have been observed to be important for N-protein 
oligomerization which is critical for viral replication [46]. NCBI BLAST 
was used to find the five most similar sequences. Multiple sequence 
alignment was used to compare them. The N-protein in SARS in this 
region is highly conserved across coronaviruses and virtually identical 
between SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV, the region in Fig. 3 being identical. 
Two phosphorylation sites, S177 and S189, were chosen as sites whose 
phosphorylation is vital for viral replication based upon previous 
experimental studies, phosphorylation site prediction, and evolutionary 
conservation. 

3.1.1. Molecular dynamics simulation 
Molecular N-protein simulations were performed for four different 

cases: unphosphorylated, phosphorylated at S177 (S177-P), alanine 
substituted at position S177 (S177A), and phosphorylated at S198 
(S189-P). The average RMSF for the entire molecule is 4.2 Å, 8.6 Å, 4.7 
Å, and 12.2 Å for WT, S198-P, S177-P, and S177A, respectively. Fig. S1A 
shows that the RMSF is similar for WT and S177-P. The RMSF for S189-P 
is increased and the RMSD for 177A is greatly increased. Fig. S1B 
demonstrates that the simulations have reached a steady-state RMSD as 
evidence that the simulations have converged. The RMSD for WT and 
S177-P are similar (13.8 Å and 15.8 Å, respectively), with S177-P 
slightly increased. The RMSD for S198-P is increased (22.7 Å), and the 
RMSD for S177A is greatly increased (28.7 Å). The histogram for the 
RMSD in Fig. S1C shows that S177-P has a broader distribution of RMSD, 
suggesting some structural changes compared to WT. The distribution 
for 189-P is shifted to the right showing a significant structural change. 
The S177A shows the largest deviation from WT as it is shifted further to 
the right. The radius of gyration (Fig. S1D) is similar for WT and 177-P, 
significantly smaller for S177A, and slightly increased for S189-P. The 
unphosphorylated protein 177S and unphosphorylated state have been 
shown not to promote viral replication, and the protein phosphorylated 
at S177 promotes viral replication [16]. Analyses of the molecular 
structures will explore the differences between the “active” state capable 
of viral replication and the “inactive state” without viral replication. 

3.2. Determining significant N-protein torsion angles 

The torsional angles define a protein’s structure. By understanding 
the differences in the phi (φ) and psi (ψ) torsional angles between the 
active and inactive forms of the N-protein, it is possible to identify which 
amino acid residues are suspected of playing a significant role in SARS- 
CoV-2 N-protein function. The Orange data mining software package 
(using the default parameters in the Principal Component Analysis 
example workflow) was used to perform the analysis of these torsional 
angles for the active (S177-P and S189-P) and inactive (WT and S177A) 
forms of the N-protein. First, Principal Component Analysis was applied 
to determine if the information contained in the torsional angles could 
separate the structures into the active and inactive classes (Fig. 4). 

Classification trees were used to identify the angle’s accuracy in 
predicting the N-protein’s active or inactive state (Fig. 5). From this 
analysis, the critical residues that change with activation by phosphor-
ylation could be used to infer those important for structural and func-
tional changes. The torsion angles determined from these classifiers 
were differentiated using the classification tree workflow (using default 
parameters). Once the tree was classified, these classifying torsional 
angles were removed from the analysis to find the following angles that 
could classify the data. This process was repeated starting with those 
angles that achieved 100% classification and continued until 80% 
classification was obtained. Fig. 5A shows how one torsional angle can 

Fig. 2. Orange modeling network built for computational cross-validation. 
Utilizes support vector machine (SVM), random forest, and logistic regression 
to build accuracy confusion matrices. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.) 
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completely separate the data into active and inactive classes. Figs. 5B 
and 6C demonstrate how more torsional angles might be needed for 
classification. It is important to note that torsional angles that separate 
the data can be shown clearly to cluster the data in a scatter plot. 

The dihedral angles ψ36, ψ50, φ76, ψ83, φ99, ψ 214, φ375, ψ252, 
φ406, φ416 were able to classify active from inactive with 100% accu-
racy. The torsional angles associated with 99.8–100% classification are 
φ36, ψ76, φ177, ψ177, ψ252, and φ416. The torsional angles associated 
with a 95–99.8% classification are φ36, ψ36, ψ50, φ76, ψ76, ψ83, φ99, 

φ176, ψ176, φ177, ψ177. φ178, ψ178, φ179, ψ179. φ180, ψ180, φ181, 
ψ181, φ182, ψ182, φ183, ψ183, φ184, ψ184, φ185, ψ185, φ186, ψ186, 
φ187, ψ187, φ188, ψ188, φ189. ψ189, φ190, ψ190, φ191, ψ191, φ192, 
ψ192, φ193, ψ193, φ194, ψ194, φ195, ψ195, φ196, ψ196, φ197, ψ197, 
φ198, ψ198, φ199, ψ199, φ200, ψ200, φ201, ψ201, φ202, ψ202, φ203, 
ψ203, φ204, v204, φ205, ψ205, φ206, ψ206, φ214, ψ252, φ375, φ406, 
and φ416. Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Material demonstrates that the 
ψ36 and ψ50 angles can completely separate the structures in the 
ensemble into the active and inactive classes. 

Table 1 
Prediction of phosphorylation sites.  

Residue Score Kinase 

GPS5.0 Scansite3 NetPhos3.1 GPS5.0 Scansite3 Netphos3.1 

S38   0.973 PKC   
S80   0.998   unspecified 
T92 0.498  0.988 NEK4  PKC,PKA 
S106   0.996   P38MAPK,GSK3 
S142   0.97   CKI,P38MAPK 
S177   0.507    
S181  x 0.984   DNAPK,ATM,PKA 
S184  x 0.956   PKC,cdc2 
S185  x 0.987   cdc2 
S187  x 0.98   cdc2 
S188  x 0.991   PKC 
S189  x 0.997   PKC,RSK 
S191  x 0.992   unspecified 
S194  x 0.997   PKC 
S195  x 0.995   PKB,RSK,PKC 
S198  x 0.986   PKC,cdc2 
T199  x     
S202   0.964   PKC,cdc2 
S203  x     
T206   0.818   PKC 
S207 0.234 x 0.995   cdk5,RSK,GSK3 
S233   0.662   PKC,cdc2 
S236   0.987   PKC 
S246   0.905   PKC 
S251   0.99   PKG 
S283   0.906   DNAPK 
T319 0.592  0.493 NEK10  none 
S326   0.955   unspecified 
T392 0.27  0.647 CAMKII  PKA 
S411   0.976   unspecified 
S413   0.956   unspecified 

Notes: Scansite2 did not specify kinases. Kinase definitions (in alphabetical order): ATM ataxia telangiectasia mutated protein kinase; CAMKII - calmodulin kinase II; 
cdc2-cyclin-dependent kinase 2; CKI - cyclin-dependent kinase; DNAPK - DNA-dependent protein kinase; GSK3 - glycogen synthase kinase; NEK4 -NIMA related kinase 
4; NEK10 - NIMA related kinase 10; p38MAPK - mitogen-activated protein kinase; PKA - protein kinase A; PKB - protein kinase B; PKC - protein kinase C;; PKG - protein 
kinase G; RSK-ribosomal S6 kinase. 

Fig. 3. Coronavirus multiple sequence alignment. Residues 177-207 are shown in bold. The residues chosen for the simulations are shown in red. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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To summarize this data, a histogram was created to show the number 
of residues able to classify the structures in the ensemble into the active 
and inactive classes with an accuracy of 80% or greater. Other classifiers 
were noted but were not considered in determining primary/supple-
mentary active sites. These classifiers were deemed significant based on 
the significant predicted functional change associated with their protein 
structures. Classifiers that had at least 80% accuracy in determining the 
activity of the SARS-CoV-2 N-protein were determined (Fig. 6). 

The structure of the WT and S177-P N-Protein is shown in Fig. 7. The 
RMSD deviation of these two structures is 12.0 Å. The torsion angles 
identified as classifying the structures 100% are shown labelled. Fig. 7C 
shows the aligned structures for comparison. Three primary residue 
angles were identified as active site candidates following the determi-
nation of significant residues in correspondence with the angle classi-
fiers previously identified. These were ψ252, φ375, and ψ189. ψ252 and 
φ375 have a 100% classification accuracy, and ψ189 has a 90.4% 
classification accuracy. The S177-P (activated structure) is elongated 
compared to the WT with the labelled angles more clustered than it WT. 
Based on comparing domain residue numbers of the N-Protein (4, 5, 7, 8, 
and 13), the primary active site residues for RNA-binding are predicted 
to be residues 252 and 375. The supplementary active site responsible 
for the phosphorylation cascade to activate these functions is residue 
189. Cross-validation was used to ascertain the residues’ accuracy under 
statistical models (Fig. 8). 

Machine learning was applied as a final test of the importance of 
identifying the torsional angles as essential to distinguish between active 
and inactive proteins. Random forests, logistic regression and SVM were 
used using 10-fold cross-validation. Fig. 8 shows the confusion matrices 
for ψ252, φ375, and ψ189 showing. 

The confusion matrices support the identified active sites as ψ252 
and φ375 are highly accurate in determining activity as they are primary 

sites, while the 50% accuracy of ψ189 is a supplementary site. Random 
Forest, the most accurate algorithm in our model, was visualized. Scatter 
plots based upon these machine learning measures are shown in Fig. 9, 
supporting the full separation by ψ252 and φ375 and less accurate 
validation by ψ189. 

These scatter plots further support the assertion of the primary active 
site residues 252 and 375 and the supplementary active site 189 by 
showing distinctions to lack of distinctions, respectively, under the same 
model. To further quantify the accuracy of determining active sites, 
confusion matrices provided data on the true positives, true negatives, 
false positives, and false negatives for calculating sensitivity, specificity, 
error rate, and accuracy of residues (Fig. 10). In addition to research 
defining the N-protein domain characteristics, this computational cross- 
validation supports the determination of the active site residues 189, 
252, and 375 for the SARS-CoV-2 N-protein. 

4. Discussion 

The SARS-CoC-2 N-protein has been considered to be an important 
drug target [47]. The N-Protein has essential roles in viral replication, 
including interacting with the viral genome to create the ribonucleo-
protein [48]. Recent studies have targeted drugs toward N-protein with 
ceftriaxone, cefotaxime, and cefuroxime having higher binding affinities 
to the N-terminal domain of N-protein, C-terminal domain of N-protein, 
and receptor-binding domain of S protein [49]. A molecular under-
standing of N-protein functional domains is vital to better understand 
how to target drugs against N-protein. 

The goal of this study was to identify the amino acids involved in the 
activation of the N-protein. Machine learning applied to molecular dy-
namics simulation identified the φ and ψ angles that displayed differ-
ences between the active and inactive forms of the N-protein. 
Experimental studies by Wu and coworkers demonstrated that phos-
phorylation at S177 of the bat SARS virus (equivalent to S177 in our N- 
protein) was necessary for viral replication [16]. Furthermore, they 
showed that conversion of this residue to alanine (S177A) resulted in no 
viral activation suggesting an essential role of phosphorylation at this 
residue. Experimental post-translation modification analysis using mass 
spectroscopy by Supekar et al. found phosphorylation at T394 and S177 
in SARS-Cov-2 in N-protein expressed in HEK cells [50]. 

Fig. 1 shows that S177 residue is highly conserved across coronavi-
ruses. We also explored phosphorylation at S198 in SARS to determine if 
this had a role in viral activation. Lin and co-workers used mass spec-
troscopy and concluded that two residues were phosphorylated in the 
dense serine-rich S177-S207 span and suggested that it was likely S207 
and possibly S189 but could not exclude the phosphorylation of other 
residues [51]. 

Using the observation that unphosphorylated N-protein was inactive 
and N-protein phosphorylated at S177 was active, machine learning was 
applied to the set of φ and ψ angles from molecular simulations. The 
study’s findings suggest that there are changes in SARS-CoV-2 signifi-
cant changes at amino acid residues 252 and 375, and notable changes at 
residue 189. Active sites are known to characterize protein activity and 
result in significant structural and functional change when interacted 
with, either through substrates or through external manipulation 
(https://www.britannica.com/science/active-site retrieved on January 
8, 2021). These residues fulfill all three characteristics required to be an 
active site. To begin with, all three residues correspond with torsion 
angles that have high classification accuracy when determining N-pro-
tein structural change through activity, as seen above. Residues 252 and 
375 have a 100% classification accuracy, while residue 189 has a 90.4% 
accuracy. In addition to being significant indicators of structural change, 
they also demonstrate significant functional change. Specifically, when 
removed in molecular dynamic simulations, all three residues resulted in 
N-protein inactivity. 

Moreover, as seen in the computational cross-validation, primary 
sites 252 and 375 had nearly 100% accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and 

Fig. 4. Principal Component Analysis of Major Angle Classifiers. Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) streamlined major angle classifiers of 100% accu-
racy and 90.4% accuracy A. Scatter Plot Graph after PCA division showing 
clearly defined groups. B. PCs 1 and 2 are sufficient to explain 96.9% variance 
with most of the separation coming from PC1. 
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a nearly negligible error rate when determining the activity of N-pro-
teins through models, with Random Forest surprisingly being the most 
successful. Supplementary active site 189 had approximately 50% ac-
curacy in determining the activity of N-proteins through statistical 
models. However, this supports that residue 189 is a supplementary 

active site as it alone does not determine activity but rather is a causa-
tion factor for the other primary sites’ functioning. This is because, as 
supported through previous research on N-protein domains (4, 5, 7, and 
8), residues 252 and 375 fall within the general RNA-binding and olig-
omerization ranges. In contrast, residue 189 falls within the 

Fig. 5. Classification Tree Visualization for Torsion Angles. Orange Classification Trees used phosphorylation changes attributed to structural changes. A. Single- 
parent trees with the greatest percentage are used for accuracy. ψ36 separates structures into active and inactive classes with 100% accuracy B. Limited branch-
ing (2 layers) tree shows greater than 80% classifiers consideration. φ328 divides a subset of data into active and inactive classes with 89.3% accuracy and needs a 
second torsional angle to classify the data accurately. C. More torsional angles (4 angles) are needed to classify the data with high accuracy. However, even with the 
additional angles, complete classification is not reached. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version 
of this article.) 

Fig. 6. Determination of Classification Accuracy 
Ranges for φ and ψ Torsion Angles. Orange Classifi-
cation Trees use decision-based machine learning to 
identify the minimum 95%, 90%, 85%, and 80% ac-
curacy torsion angles classifiers. Classification trees 
determine accuracy based on prediction of inactive 
and active states for the respective φ/ψ angle. Clas-
sifiers shown do not include branched classifiers. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of 
this article.)   
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Fig. 7. Structures from Molecular Dynamics Simulation. A. Wild-type N-protein. B. N-protein phosphorylated at S177 (S177-P). C. Wild-type and S177-P aligned 
structures. Residues that were able to classify structures with 100% accuracy are labelled. 

Fig. 8. Confusion matrices for logistic regression, random forest classification, and SVM models. Confusion Matrices show the cross-validation results for statistical 
models regarding major classifiers with left activity states (actual) and upper activity states (predicted). A. Confusion Matrices for ψ252 for Logistic Regression, 
Random Forest, and SVM (L–R). B. Confusion Matrices for φ375 for Logistic Regression, Random Forest, and SVM (L–R). C. Confusion Matrices for ψ189 for Logistic 
Regression, Random Forest, and SVM (L–R). 
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phosphorylation cascade domain, a transduction signaling pathway that 
activates other functions. Hence, as supported by these findings, resi-
dues 252, 375, and 189 serve as the SARS-CoV-2 N-protein active sites 
for its viral functions. 

Identifying structure changes between active N-protein and inactive 
N-protein might be possible to infer whether phosphorylation affects N- 
Protein oligomerization or its nuclease activity. Experimental studies 
have suggested that RNA binding is needed before oligomerization oc-
curs. Furthermore, the activation of GSK3 alone did not promote olig-
omerization. On the other hand, the activation of CDK1 alone had a 
negligible effect. Furthermore, activation of both GSK3 and CKD1 are 
needed together for complete oligomerization response [52]. A more 
recent study by Liu et al. found that GSK3 inhibitors blocked N-protein 
phosphorylation and impaired SARS-Cov-2 replication in lung epithelial 
cells [22]. Chang and coworkers observed that the C-terminal structural 
domain acts as an oligomerization domain in solution using a disulfide 
tracking technique. Furthermore, the amino acid residues Gln290, 
Arg294, and Ser328 are at the oligomerization interface [21]. Another 
study utilizing the N-Protein crystal structure identified a binding pocket 
for RNA binding to N-protein with the interaction residues: Arg123 and 
Gly69, Phe58, Pro62, Tyr64 Tyr103, Tyr125, and Tyr127 (with our 

protein in our case) [23]. In our study, we have found that phosphory-
lation causes significant changes in residues ψ69, φ69 ψ290, and ψ238 
as they have found. The residues Gln290, Arg294, and Ser328, which are 
thought to be part of the oligomerization interface, have increased RMSF 
in S177-P compared to WT (4.08 vs 3.05, 9.74 vs 2.62, and 10.10 vs 
5.78, respectively) [21]. 

Tung and Limtung recently studied mutation in the phosphorylation- 
rich regions (residues 177-206) of SARS-CoV-2 using a structural model 
to understand the importance of viral replication, transcription, and 
packaging [17]. Among SARS-CoV-2 strains, they observed mutations in 
serine residues at several positions) S187, S198, and S203; S186, S197, 
and S202) to Phenylalanine, Leucine, and Asparagine, respectively. The 
phosphorylation site S187 is a phosphorylation site for casein kinase I 
CKI which controls a wide variety of cellular processes, including the 
control of the cell cycle. The Aurora A and B kinases, which have a role 
in the cell cycle, act at S198. Phosphorylation sites 187, 189, 198, 199, 
203, and 205 form a phosphorylation-dependent binding domain from 
14-3-3 protein which is vital for controlling cell cycle, cell survival, and 
cell death [17]. GSK3, which is also involved in the cell cycle, phos-
phorylates S203. Wu and coworkers showed that phosphorylation sites 
critical for viral replication of SARC-CoV were located between residues 
177-206 were phosphorylated by GSK3 using mass spectrometric anal-
ysis and deletion mapping [15]. The binding of 14-3-3 protein to the 
hyperphosphorylated region of the N-protein controls the cyto-
plasmic/nuclear localization of N-protein [7,53]. 

Sequence alignment showed in Fig. 3 that the phosphorylation-rich 
residues between 177 and 206 are highly conserved among SARS- 
CoV-2 viruses. Tung and Limtung also showed that this region is high-
ly conserved in SARS-CoV-2 viruses [17]. Previous work by Chang and 
co-workers have shown that this region is also conserved across coro-
naviruses [54]. Specifically, S184, S191, R192, S195, and R196 were 
conserved across SARS-CoV, infectious bronchitis virus, mouse hepatitis 
virus, human coronavirus, and Middle East respiratory virus. 

Experimental studies by Carlson et al. show that the phosphorylation 
of N-protein forms a more liquid-like droplet [52]. They suggest that the 
unphosphorylated N-protein help form a structured oligomer suitable 
for nucleocapsid assembly, and the phosphorylated N-protein forms a 
liquid-like compartment that helps with viral processing. Other studies 
using truncation analysis by Lu et al., have suggested that an L/Q rich 
region (residues 210-246) plays a crucial role in RNA-mediated phase 
separation [14]. Molecular simulation studies have shown that a hy-
drophobic α-helix spanning in residues ~213–225 exist in this region 
that could be involved in this process [13]. Similarly, Savastano et al. 
found that phosphorylation-induced phase separation was critical for 
RNA polymerase activity in viral replication [55]. Fig. 11 shows that the 
RMSF values of WT are increased compared to S177-P for residues 
217-224. Furthermore, the structure of S177P seems to be more elon-
gated while WT is more compact. This is consistent with the suggestion 
that these residues are involved in the transition seen in experimental 
studies. Additionally, residue 214 shows a significant change in the 
torsional angles compared to WT as it can be used to separate the 
ensemble of structures into two classes. However, while there is a cor-
relation, this study does not prove or disprove this hypothesis. 

Recently, Gao et al. predicted N-protein phosphorylation sites were 
identified using NetPhos3.1 Server, and significant sites were predicted 
using mutational analysis using PROVEAN PROTEIN [56]. Significant 
sites were predicted with the following results: Deletion of the sites T58, 
Y88, T116, S256, T264, G266, T272, T333 negatively affected protein 
function. Single amino acid insertion at Y88, T116, T264, T266, T272 
also affected protein function. Substitution at Y88, T116, S177, T266, 
T272, T333 was also predicted to have an essential role in N-protein 
function. These sites did not appear as the consensus sites in our 
computational screen using the three software implementations: 
GPS5.0, Scansite3, and NetPhos3.1. 

Additionally, mutational studies need to be considered carefully as 
they can change structure and function. In our study, we found that 

Fig. 9. Scatter plot graphs for logistic regression, random forest classification, 
and SVM models. A. ψ252 Random Forest Classification Scatter Plot. B. ψ189 
Random Forest Classification Scatter Plot. C. φ375 Random Forest Classification 
Scatter Plot. 
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S177A has significant structural changes from WT. It is not clear that 
using an alanine mutation to show the importance of a phosphorylation 
site as done by Wu and coworkers is a valid test [15]. In fact, Gray and 
coworkers studied databases of structures with mutations and found that 
methionine was the best-tolerated mutation while proline was the least 
tolerated. They found that alanine substitution produced structural 
changes that were approximately the average of all changes. 

5. Conclusions 

This study aimed to identify SARS-CoV-2 N-protein active sites as 
possible areas of focus for future antiviral drug treatments. Specifically, 
identifying these active sites that have remained unknown to date is 
crucial in stopping the global COVID-19 pandemic as it allows for 
immunosuppression of the virus through drug treatments that suppress 
the active sites identified. This study found that the SARS-CoV-2 N- 
protein residues 252 and 375 display significant changes with N-protein 
activation and might play a role in RNA-binding and packaging, one the 
N-protein’s viral functions. Also, it found the supplementary active site 
in charge of facilitating phosphorylation cascades to activate the func-
tions, as mentioned earlier, to be residue 189. 
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